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Abstract—Recently, a number of extended Proxy Re-Encryptions (PRE), e.g. Conditional (CPRE), Identity-Based PRE (IPRE) and
Broadcast PRE (BPRE), have been proposed for flexible applications. By incorporating CPRE, IPRE and BPRE, this paper proposes
a verstatile primitive referred to as Conditional Identity-based Broadcast PRE (CIBPRE) and formalizes its semantic security. CIBPRE
allows a sender to encrypt a message to multiple receivers by specifying these receivers’ identities, and the sender can delegate a
re-encryption key to a proxy so that he can convert the initial ciphertext into a new one to a new set of intended receivers. Moreover,
the re-encryption key can be associated with a condition such that only the matching ciphertexts can be re-encrypted, which allows the
original sender to enforce access control over his remote ciphertexts in a fine-grained manner. We propose an efficient CIBPRE scheme
with provable security. In the instantiated scheme, the initial ciphertext, the re-encrypted ciphertext and the re-encryption key are all
in constant size, and the parameters to generate a re-encryption key is independent of the original receivers of any initial ciphertext.
Finally, we show an application of our CIBPRE to secure cloud email system advantageous over existing secure email systems based
on Pretty Good Privacy protocol or Identity-Based Encryption.
Index Terms—Proxy Re-Encryption, Cloud Storage, Identity-based Encryption, Broadcast Encryption, Secure Cloud Email
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I NTRODUCTION

P

R oxy Re-Encryption (PRE) [1] provides a secure and
flexible method for a sender to store and share data.
A user may encrypt his file with his own public key and
then store the ciphertext in an honest-but-curious server.
When the receiver is decided, the sender can delegate
a re-encryption key associated with the receiver to the
server as a proxy. Then the proxy re-encrypts the initial
ciphertext to the intended receiver. Finally, the receiver
can decrypt the resulting ciphertext with her private key.
The security of PRE usually assures that (1) neither the
server/proxy nor non-intended receivers can learn any
useful information about the (re-)encrypted file, and (2)
before receiving the re-encryption key, the proxy can not
re-encrypt the initial ciphertext in a meaningful way.
Efforts have been made to equip PRE with versatile capabilities. The early PRE was proposed in the traditional
public-key infrastructure setting which incurs complicated certificate management [2]. To relieve from this
problem, several Identity-based PRE (IPRE) schemes [3],
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[4], [5], [6], [7], [8] were proposed so that the receivers’
recognizable identities can serve as public keys. Instead
of fetching and verifying the receivers’ certificates, the
sender and the proxy just need to know the receivers’
identities, which is more convenient in practice.
PRE and IPRE allows a single receiver. If there are
more receivers, the system needs to invoke PRE or IPRE
multiple times. To address this issue, the concept of
Broadcast PRE (BPRE) has been proposed [9]. BPRE
works in a similar way as PRE and IPRE but more
versatile. In contrast, BPRE allows a sender to generate
an initial ciphertext to a receiver set, instead of a single
receiver. Further, the sender can delegate a re-encryption
key associated with another receiver set so that the proxy
can re-encrypt to.
The above PRE schemes only allows the re-encryption
procedure is executed in an all-or-nothing manner. The
proxy can either re-encrypt all the initial ciphertexts or
none of them. This coarse-gained control over ciphertexts to be re-encrypted may limit the application of
PRE systems. To fill this gap, a refined concept referred
to as Conditional PRE (CPRE) has been proposed. In
CPRE schemes [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], a
sender can enforce fine-grained re-encryption control
over his initial ciphertexts. The sender achieves this goal
by associating a condition with a re-encryption key. Only
the ciphertexts meeting the specified condition can be
re-encrypted by the proxy holding the corresponding reencryption key.
A recent conditional proxy broadcast re-encryption
scheme [14] allows the senders to control the time to reencrypt their initial ciphertexts. When a sender generates
a re-encryption key to re-encrypt an initial ciphertext, the
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sender needs to take the original receivers’ identities of
the initial ciphertext as input. In practice, it means that
the sender must locally remember the receivers’ identities of all initial ciphertexts. This requirement makes this
scheme constrained for the memory-limited or mobile
senders and efficient only for special applications.
1.1

Our Contribution

In this paper, we refine PRE by incorporating the advantages of IPRE, CPRE and BPRE for more flexible
applications and propose a new concept of Conditional
Identity-based Broadcast PRE (CIBPRE). In a CIBPRE
system, a trusted Key Generation Center (KGC) initializes the system parameters of CIBPRE, and generates private keys for users. To securely share files to
multiple receivers, a sender can encrypt the files with
the receivers’ identities and file-sharing conditions. If
later the sender would also like to share some files
associated with the same condition with other receivers,
the sender can delegate a re-encryption key labeled
with the condition to the proxy, and the parameters to
generate the re-encryption key is independent of the
original receivers of these files. Then the proxy can reencrypt the initial ciphertexts matching the condition to
the resulting receiver set. With CIBPRE, in addition to
the initial authorized receivers who can access the file
by decrypting the initial ciphertext with their private
keys, the newly authorized receivers can also access the
file by decrypting the re-encrypted ciphertext with their
private keys. Note that the initial ciphertexts may be
stored remotely while keeping secret. The sender does
not need to download and re-encrypt repetitively, but
delegates a single key matching condition to the proxy.
These features make CIBPRE a versatile tool to secure
remotely stored files, especially when there are different
receivers to share the files as time passes.
We define a practical security notion for CIBPRE
systems. Intuitively, without the corresponding private
keys, one can learn nothing about the plaintext hidden
in the initial or re-encrypted CIBPRE ciphertext; an initial
ciphertext can not be correctly re-encrypted by a reencryption key if the ciphertext and the key are associated with different conditions. We formally define these
security requirements via the standard indistinguishability under selective-ID and Chosen Plaintext Attack
(IND-sID-CPA). We model the adversarial deployment
environment via a game between a challenger and an
attacker trying to break a CIBPRE scheme. Both the challenger and the attacker are modeled as Probabilistically
Polynomial Time (PPT) algorithms. If the attacker has
only negligible advantage to win in this game, then the
CIBPRE scheme is IND-sID-CPA secure.
We propose an efficient CIBPRE that is provably secure in the above adversary model. We prove that the
IND-sID-CPA security of the proposed CIBPRE scheme
if the underlying identity-based broadcast encryption
(IBBE) scheme is secure and the Decisional Bilinear

Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) assumption holds. Our proposed CIBPRE scheme enjoys constant-size initial and
re-encrypted ciphertexts, and eliminates the constraints
of the recent work in [14].
1.2

Cloud Email System: A Promising Application

Cloud email system allows an enterprise to rent the
cloud SaaS service to build an email system. It is much
cheaper and scalable than traditional on-premises solution. In 2014, the Radicati Group [17] showed the
worldwide revenue forecast for Cloud Business Email,
from 2014 to 2018. Fig. 1 shows that the Cloud Business
Email market is expected to generate nearly 17 billion
by 2018.
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Fig. 1. The worldwide revenue forecast for Cloud Business Email (unit: Million) [17].
In 2012, the Proofpoint Group [18] used an economic
model that estimates opportunities for quantifiable cost
savings of cloud email system compared with traditional on-premises email system. The Proofpoint model
calculates expenses for both systems at the time of
acquisition as well as over a four-year period, such as
software licensing costs, hardware and storage costs, service expenses, operational expenses. Table 1 summarizes
savings using the economic model. Note that NAS (Network Attached Storage) and CAS (Content-addressable
storage) in this table are two different technologies which
are usually applied in many storage systems.
TABLE 1
Cloud-based archiving vs. on-premises archiving [18].
Number of
Users

Storage
On-Premises Costs, SaaS Costs,
Total Cost Savings
Technology Including Labor
Including Labor Through Proofpoint SaaS

5,000

NAS

$2,108,300

$1,097,488

48%

10,000

CAS

$23,259,600

$1,986,232

92%

20,000

CAS

$45,829,200

$3,634,976

93%

30,000

CAS

$69,357,200

$5,454,975

93%

Cloud email system is a promising and important
application due to its advantageous features. We build
an encrypted cloud email system with CIBPRE. It allows
a user to send an encrypted email to multiple receivers,
store his encrypted emails in an email server, review
his history encrypted emails, forward his history encrypted emails of the expected subject to multiple new
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receivers. Moreover, the cost of an extra email header
to achieve this goal is the constant. Compared with
existing approaches such as Privacy Good Privacy (PGP)
protocol [15] and Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) [16],
our CIBPRE-based system is implementation-friendly
and more efficient in communication.
In PGP, a sender first verifies a receiver’s certificate
and encrypts an email by the receiver’s public key;
then the receiver decrypts the received email with his
private key. IBE avoids the certificate verification of PGP.
Using IBE, a sender directly encrypts an email using a
receiver’s email address. Though both PGP and IBE keep
the security of cloud email, their performances are less
than CIBPRE. When a sender wants to send an encrypted
email to multiple receivers, the size of the ciphertext generated by CIBPRE is constant. In contrast, both PGP and
IBE cause the size linear with the number of receivers.
When a sender wants to forward a historically encrypted
email to multiple receivers, CIBPRE only requires the
sender to generate a re-encryption key (with constant
size) and send the key to cloud, and then the cloud reencrypts the email and generates a constant size ciphertext for these receivers. In contrast, with PGP or IBE, the
sender must fetch the historically encrypted email from
the cloud and decrypt it, and then re-encrypt it again
to these receivers one by one. Therefore, CIBPRE is very
suitable for building encrypted cloud email systems and
our proposed CIBPRE scheme is more convenient than
PGP and IBE to keep the security of cloud email system.
1.3

Related Work

The first PRE scheme was proposed by Blaze, Bleumer
and Strauss in [1]. Following this seminal work, a number of PRE schemes [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25]
have been proposed in the traditional public key setting.
These PRE schemes need certificates to prove the validity
of public keys. A user has to verify the certificates before
encrypting a plaintext.
In order to avoid the overhead to verify public keys’
certificates, several IPRE schemes [3], [4], [5] have been
presented by incorporating the idea of identity-based
encryption [16]. The scheme in [3] is proven secure in
the random oracle (RO) model in which a hash function
is assumed fully random. In contrast, the scheme in [4]
is proven secure in the standard model. The scheme in
[5] is proven secure in a stronger security sense, i.e.,
indistinguishability against chosen-ciphertext attack in
the standard model.
The above PRE schemes only allow data sharing in
a coarse-grained manner. That is, if the user delegates
a re-encryption key to the proxy, all ciphertexts can
be re-encrypted and then be accessible to the intended
users; else none of the ciphertexts can be re-encrypted or
accessed by others. This issue is addressed in the recent
CPRE schemes [6], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13] allowing
fine-grained data sharing. The schemes in [8], [12], [13]
are proven secure against chosen-ciphertext attack. The

conditional identity-based PRE (CIPRE) schemes in [6],
[7], [8] combines the underlying ideas of CPRE and IPRE.
Similarly, the two conditional broadcast PRE (CBPRE)
schemes in [9] combines the notions of CPRE and broadcast encryption, and are secure against chosen-plaintext
attacks and chosen-ciphertext attacks, respectively. In
addition to fine-grained data sharing, an extra advantage
of these CBPRE schemes is that it allows one to share
data with multiple users in a more efficient way.
Several other optional properties have been achieved
in recent PRE schemes. The PRE schemes in [13], [24],
[25] are equipped with an extra property that the receiver
of a ciphertext is anonymous. The schemes in [26], [27]
achieve multi-use bidirectional re-encryption. A ciphertext can be re-encrypted multiple times. Moreover, a reencryption key realizes the bidirectional share between
two users. Specifically, if Alice delegates a re-encryption
key to a proxy for re-encrypting her ciphertexts to Bob.
The re-encryption key can also enable to re-encrypt
Bob’s ciphertexts to Alice. These two PRE schemes are
provably secure under the chosen-ciphertext attack respectively in the random oracle and standard models. In
contrast, the PRE scheme in [21] is multi-use unidirectional PRE schemes in which bidirectional re-encryption
is forbidden. The work in [28] defines a general notion
for PRE, which is called deterministic finite automatabased functional PRE (DFA-based FPRE), and proposes
a concrete DFA-based FPRE system. The recent work
in [29] proposes cloud-based revocable identity-based
proxy re-encryption that supports user revocation and
delegation of decryption rights.
1.4

Organization

Section 2 reviews the IBBE scheme in [30] and its provable security. Section 3 defines the concept of CIBPRE
and its semantic security. Based on the IBBE scheme in
Section 2, an instance of CIBPRE is proposed in Section
4. Its semantic security is proved in Section 5. Section
6 compares the performance of existing PRE schemes.
Section 7 shows the CIBPRE-based cloud email system
and its advantages. Section 8 concludes this paper.

2

R EVIEWING A N IBBE S CHEME

Our CIBPRE scheme exploits a known IBBE scheme,
referred to as the D07 scheme, proposed by Delerablée
in [30]. The the D07 scheme is proven secure and has
the short private keys and ciphertexts.
2.1

Bilinear Map

Our constructions are built from bilinear maps reviewed
below. Let G and GT be two multiplicative groups with
prime order p, and let g be a generator of G. A bilinear
map is a function ê : G × G → GT with following
properties:
2
∗ 2
• Bilinearity: for any (u, v) ∈ G and (a, b) ∈ Zp ,
a b
ab
ê(u , v ) = ê(u, v) holds.
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•

•

2.2

Non-degeneracy: ê(g, g) is a generator of GT .
Computability: for any (u, v) ∈ G2 , ê(u, v) can be
efficiently computed.
D07 Scheme

The D07 scheme consists of algorithms SetupIBBE ,
ExtractIBBE , EncIBBE and DecIBBE . Let N ∈ N be the
maximal size of receiver set for one IBBE encryption.
These algorithms work as follows:
• SetupIBBE (λ, N ): Given a security parameter λ ∈ N
and N , this algorithm probabilistically constructs
a bilinear map ê : G × G → GT , where G and
GT are two multiplicative group with prime order p and |p| = λ, randomly chooses two generators (g, h) ∈ G2 and a value γ ∈ Z∗p , chooses
a cryptographic hash function H : {0, 1}∗ →
Z∗p , finally outputs a master public key PKIBBE =
N
(p, G, GT , ê, w, v, h, hγ , . . . , hγ , H) and a master secret key MKIBBE = (g, γ), where w = g γ and
v = ê(g, h).
• ExtractIBBE (MKIBBE , ID): Given MKIBBE and an identity ID, this algorithm outputs the private key
1
ID
= g γ+H(ID) .
SKIBBE
• EncIBBE (PKIBBE , S, m): Given PKIBBE , a set S of some
identities (where |S| ≤ N ) and a plaintext m ∈ GT ,
this algorithm randomly picks k ∈ Z∗p , and outputs
an IBBEQciphertext C = (c1 , c2 , c3 ), where c1 = w−k ,
c2 = hk· IDi ∈S (γ+H(IDi )) and c3 = v k · m.
ID
• DecIBBE (PKIBBE , ID, SKIBBE , C, S): given PKIBBE , an
ID
, an IBBE
identity ID and its private key SKIBBE
ciphertext C = (c1 , c2 , c3 ), and a set S of some
identities (where |S| ≤ N ), this algorithm computes
K = (ê(c1 , h

∆γ (ID,S)

ID

) · ê(SKIBBE , c2 ))

Q

IDi ∈S

V

1
IDi 6=ID H(IDi )

with
∆γ (ID, S) = γ

−1

Y
Y
· ( (γ + H(IDi )) −
H(IDi ))

IDi ∈S

V

IDi 6=ID

and finally outputs a plaintext m =

c3
K

IDi ∈S

V

IDi 6=ID

.

In a typical implementation scenario of the D07
scheme, there are a sender, a KGC and some receivers.
The KGC runs algorithm SetupIBBE to generate a master public key PKIBBE and a master secret key MKIBBE ,
and then runs algorithm ExtractIBBE for each receiver
to generate their private keys. To securely broadcast a
plaintext to these receivers, the sender runs algorithm
EncIBBE to generate an IBBE ciphertext and sends it to
these receivers. The consistency of the D07 scheme guarantees that these receivers can decrypt out the plaintext
by running algorithm DecIBBE . In addition, the provable
security of the D07 scheme, which will be introduced
in the next subsection, guarantees that except for the
sender, the KGA and these receivers, no one can learn
something about the plaintext in practice. In the aspect
of performance, since the generated IBBE ciphertext has
the constant size, D07 scheme obtains the high efficiency
in communication cost.

2.3

The D07 scheme Security

[30] shown that the D07 scheme has ciphertexts indistinguishability against the selective identity and chosen
plaintext attack (IND-sID-CPA). The IND-sID-CPA security means that no PPT adversary can know which
one of two plaintexts is linked with an IBBE ciphertext,
if the adversary does not know the private keys of
the ciphertext’s receivers. The IND-sID-CPA security are
formally defined as follows.
Definition 1 (IND-sID-CPA Security of IBBE): An IBBE
scheme is IND-sID-CPA secure, if any PPT adversary B
IND-sID-CPA
has a negligible advantage AdvIBBE,
to win in the
B
following game:
∗
• Initialization Phase: Adversary B chooses a set S
∗
of challenge identities (with |S | ≤ N ) that he wants
to attack, and sends S ∗ to challenger C.
• Setup Phase: Challenger C runs algorithm SetupIBBE
to generate a master public key PKIBBE and a master
secret key MKIBBE , and sends PKIBBE to adversary B.
• Query Phase 1: Adversary B adaptively issues the
following query multi-times.
- Private Key Query QSK
IBBE (ID): With the constraint ID ∈
/ S ∗ , challenger C runs algorithm
ExtractIBBE (MKIBBE , ID) to generate the private
ID
ID
to adversary B.
, and sends SKIBBE
key SKIBBE
• Challenge Phase: Adversary B gives two challenge plaintexts (m0 , m1 ) to challenger C. Challenger
C generates a challenge IBBE ciphertext C ∗ ←
EncIBBE (PKIBBE , S ∗ , mb ) (where b is randomly chosen
in {0, 1}), and sends C ∗ to adversary B.
• Query Phase 2: Adversary B continuously issues
queries as in Query Phase 1.
0
• Guess Phase: Adversary B outputs a guess b ∈
0
{0, 1}. We say that adversary B wins if b = b. And
IND-sID-CPA
let AdvIBBE,
= |P r[b0 = b]− 21 | be the advantage
B
to win this game.
Based on the General Decisional Diffie- Hellman Exponent (GDDHE) assumption [30], the D07 scheme is
proven IND-sID-CPA secure in the RO model, as stated
in the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Suppose the GDDHE assumption holds.
The D07 scheme is IND-sID-CPA secure in the RO
model.

3

D EFINING CIBPRE

AND I TS

S ECURITY

A CIBPRE system consists of algorithms SetupPRE ,
ExtractPRE , EncPRE , RKExtractPRE , ReEncPRE , Dec-1PRE
and Dec-2PRE . In a typical implementation scenario of a
CIBPRE system, a KGA runs algorithms SetupPRE and
ExtractPRE respectively to set up a CIBPRE scheme and
generate users’ private keys according to their identities.
A sender runs algorithm EncPRE to encrypt a plaintext,
and generate an initial CIBPRE ciphertext which can
be decrypted by some intended receivers, and uploads
the ciphertext to a server. Let S be the set of these
intended receivers. When a receiver in set S is online,
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he retrieves the initial CIBPRE ciphertext from the server
and runs algorithm Dec-1PRE to decrypt out the plaintext.
when a receiver in set S wants to share the plaintext to
several new receivers (who are not in set S), he runs
algorithm RKExtractPRE to generate a re-encryption key
and delegate this key to a proxy. Let S 0 be the set of
these new receivers. The proxy runs algorithm ReEncPRE
to re-encrypt the initial CIBPRE ciphertext and generate
a re-encrypted CIBPRE ciphertext. When a receiver in
set S 0 is online, he retrieves the re-encrypted CIBPRE
ciphertext from the proxy and runs algorithm Dec-2PRE
to decrypt out the plaintext. The formal definition of
CIBPRE is as follows.
Definition 2 (CIBPRE): Let N ∈ N be the maximal
size of receiver set for one CIBPRE encryption or reencryption. A CIBPRE scheme consists of following algorithms:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

SetupPRE (λ, N ): Given a security parameter λ ∈ N
and value N , this algorithm outputs a master public
key PKPRE and a master secret key MKPRE .
ExtractPRE (MKPRE , ID): Given MKPRE and an identity ID, this algorithm outputs the private key
ID
.
SKPRE
EncPRE (PKPRE , S, m, α): Given PKPRE , a set S of some
identities (where |S| ≤ N ), a plaintext m and a condition α, this algorithm outputs an initial CIBPRE
ciphertext C.
ID
, S 0 , α):
Given
RKExtractPRE (PKPRE , ID, SKPRE
ID
,
PKPRE , an identity ID and its private key SKPRE
a set S 0 of some identities (where |S 0 | ≤ N ) and a
condition α, this algorithm outputs a re-encryption
key dID→S 0 |α .
ReEncPRE (PKPRE , dID→S 0 |α , C, S): Given PKPRE , a reencryption key dID→S 0 |α , an initial CIBPRE ciphertext C and a set S of some identities (where |S| ≤
N ), this algorithm outputs a re-encrypted CIBPRE
ciphertext C̃.
ID
, C, S): Given PKPRE , an
Dec-1PRE (PKPRE , ID, SKPRE
ID
identity ID and its private key SKPRE
, an initial
CIBPRE ciphertext C, and a set S of some identities
(where |S| ≤ N ), this algorithm outputs a plaintext.
ID
Dec-2PRE (PKPRE , ID, SKPRE
, C̃, S 0 ): Given PKPRE , an
ID
identity ID and its private key SKPRE
, a reencrypted CIBPRE ciphertext C̃ and a set S 0 of some
identities (where |S 0 | ≤ N ), this algorithm outputs
a plaintext.

As usual, a CIBPRE scheme must satisfy the following
consistencies:
•

•

For any initial CIBPRE ciphertext C ← EncPRE (
ID
PKPRE , S, m, α) and any private key SKPRE
←
ExtractPRE (MKPRE , ID), if ID ∈ S, then algorithm
ID
Dec-1PRE (PKPRE , ID, SKPRE
, C, S) always outputs the
plaintext m.
For any re-encrypted CIBPRE ciphertext C̃ ←
ReEncPRE (PKPRE , dID→S 0 |α0 , C, S) and any private
ID 0
key SKPRE
← ExtractPRE (MKPRE , ID0 ), where
ID
dID→S 0 |α0 ← RKExtractPRE (PKPRE , SKPRE
, S 0 , α0 ),

ID
C ← EncPRE (PKPRE , S, m, α) and V SKPRE
←
V
ExtractPRE (MKPRE , ID), if ID ∈ S α = α0
ID0 ∈ S 0 , then algorithm Dec-2PRE (PKPRE , ID0 ,
ID 0
SKPRE
, C̃, S 0 ) always outputs the plaintext m.
The first consistency is straightforward. It means that
any initial CIBPRE ciphertext can be correctly decrypted
by its intended receivers. The second consistency is a
somewhat sophisticated. Its main idea is to define that
any correctly re-encrypted CIBPRE ciphertext can be
correctly decrypted by its intended receivers. Therefore,
to define the second consistency, we must define what is
a correctly re-encrypted CIBPRE ciphertext, and define
who can correctly decrypt the ciphertext.
For any re-encrypted CIBPRE ciphertext of an initial
CIBPRE ciphertext by a re-encryption key, the second
consistency defines that the re-encrypted CIBPRE ciphertext is correct, if the generator of the re-encryption key
is an intended receiver of the initial CIBPRE ciphertext,
and the initial CIBPRE ciphertext and the re-encryption
key has the same condition. Also it defines that the correctly re-encrypted CIBPRE ciphertext can be correctly
decrypted by the receivers who are defined by the reencryption key.
We next define the IND-sID-CPA security of CIBPRE.
Roughly speaking, the security means that no PPT
adversary can decide which one of two plaintexts is
encrypted by an initial CIBPRE ciphertext, if he does
not know the private keys of the intended receivers
both of the initial CIBPRE ciphertext and its re-encrypted
CIBPRE ciphertexts. In other words, without the corresponding private keys, an initial CIBPRE ciphertext and
its re-encrypted CIBPRE ciphertexts leak nothing about
their encrypted plaintext.
The IND-sID-CPA security of CIBPRE defines an attack game between a PPT adversary and a challenger.
The attack game consists of several phases. In the initialization phase, the adversary commits a set S ∗ of
challenge identities and a challenge condition α∗ that
he wants to attack. In the setup phase, the challenger
sets up a CIBPRE scheme. In the challenge phase, the
adversary chooses two challenge plaintexts; the challenger randomly chooses one of these two plaintexts,
encrypts the chosen plaintext by the committed S ∗ and
α∗ to generate an initial CIBPRE ciphertext (it also is a
challenge ciphertext in the attack game), and asks the
adversary to decide which one of these two plaintexts is
encrypted. Before and after the challenge phase, the adversary is allowed to query some identities’ private keys
and re-encryption keys. It means that the adversary can
collude with some users in practice. But the adversary
can not query the private keys of the challenge identities
in set S ∗ and the private keys which can decrypt the reencrypted CIBPRE ciphertext of the challenge ciphertext.
If the adversary has no advantage to make a correct
decision, then we say that the CIBPRE scheme is INDsID-CPA secure. The details are as follows:
Definition 3 (IND-sID-CPA Security of CIBPRE): We
say that a CIBPRE scheme is IND-sID-CPA secure,
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if any PPT adversary A has a negligible advantage
IND-sID-CPA
AdvCIBP
RE, A to win in the following game:
•

•

•

Initialization Phase: Adversary A chooses a set
S ∗ of challenge identities (where |S ∗ | ≤ N ) and a
challenge condition α∗ that he wants to attack, and
sends S ∗ and α∗ to challenger C.
Setup Phase: Challenger C runs algorithm
SetupPRE (λ, N ) to generate a master public key
PKPRE and a master secret key MKPRE , and sends
PKPRE to adversary A.
Query Phase 1: Adversary A can adaptively issue
the following two kinds of queries multi-times.
– Private Key Query QSK
PRE (ID): With the constraint ID ∈
/ S ∗ , challenger C runs algorithm
ExtractPRE (MKPRE , ID) to generate the private
ID
ID
key SKPRE
, and sends SKPRE
to adversary A.
0
– Re-Encryption Key Query QRK
PRE (ID, S , α): With
the constraint that adversary A can not query
0
0
0
∗
SK
both QRK
PRE (ID, S , α ) and QPRE (ID ) for any S ,
∗
0
0
ID ∈ S and ID ∈ S , challenger C runs algorithm ExtractPRE (MKPRE , ID) to generate idenID
tity ID’s private key SKPRE
, and then runs alID
, S 0 , α)
gorithm RKExtractPRE (PKPRE , ID, SKPRE
to generate a re-encryption key dID→S 0 |α , finally
sends dID→S 0 |α to adversary A.

•

•
•

Challenge Phase: Adversary A gives two challenge plaintexts (m0 , m1 ) to challenger C. Challenger C generates a challenge ciphertext C ∗ ←
EncPRE (PKPRE , S ∗ , mb , α∗ ) (where b is randomly chosen in {0, 1}), and send C ∗ to adversary A.
Query Phase 2: Adversary A continuously issues
queries as in Query Phase 1.
Guess Phase: Adversary A outputs a guess b0 ∈
{0, 1}. We say that adversary A wins if b0 = b.
1
IND-sID-CPA
0
And let AdvCIBP
RE, A = |P r[b = b] − 2 | be the
advantage to win this game.

From above definitions, it is easy to see how the
capabilities “Identity-based” and “Broadcast” were defined in the concept of CIBPRE. The capability “Conditional” definition is sophisticated. We explain it with
more details. Note that both algorithms EncPRE and
RKExtractPRE take a parameter of condition as one of
inputs respectively to generate an initial CIBPRE ciphertext and a re-encryption key. And one can arbitrarily
choose a specified condition in each running of these
two algorithms. Suppose an initial CIBPRE ciphertext
has the specified condition α, and a re-encryption key
has the specified condition α0 . The second consistency
defines that α = α0 is one of sufficient conditions to
correctly re-encrypt the initial CIBPRE ciphertext by the
re-encryption key. In addition, the IND-sID-CPA security
defined that if α 6= α0 , the re-encryption key can not
be used to break the initial CIBPRE ciphertext. In other
words, if α 6= α0 , the re-encryption key can not be used
to correctly re-encrypt the initial CIBPRE ciphertext.

4

T HE P ROPOSED CIBPRE S CHEME

Referring to the concept of CIBPRE, roughly speaking,
both the initial CIBPRE ciphertext and the re-encrypted
CIBPRE ciphertext are the IBBE ciphertexts. But it is
different with an IBBE scheme that CIBPRE provides
algorithms to transform an IBBE ciphertext (corresponding to an initial CIBPRE ciphertext) into another IBBE
ciphertext (corresponding to an re-encrypted CIBPRE
ciphertext). Moreover, the transformation is correct if it
satisfies the consistencies defined by CIBPRE. Therefore,
in order to construct a CIBPRE scheme, we refers to the
D07 scheme which was reviewed in Section 2. Compared
with the D07 scheme, the proposed CIBPRE scheme
associates a D07 IBBE ciphertext with a new part to generate an initial CIBPRE ciphertext. This new part will be
used to realize the capability ”Conditional” of CIBPRE.
In addition, it provides some new algorithms, which are
respectively to generate a re-encryption key, re-encrypt
an initial CIBPRE ciphertext and decrypt a re-encrypted
CIBPRE ciphertext. The decryption of an initial CIBPRE
ciphertext is the same with the D07 scheme.
The proposed CIBPRE scheme is as follows:
• SetupPRE (λ, N ): Given a security parameter λ ∈ N
and value N (the maximum number of receivers
in each encryption), this algorithm probabilistically
constructs a bilinear map ê : G × G → GT , where
G and GT are two multiplicative group with prime
order p (|p| = λ), randomly chooses (g, h, u, t) ∈ G4
and γ ∈ Z∗p , chooses two cryptographic hash
functions H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗p and H0 : GT → G,
finally outputs a master public key PKPRE =
N
N
(p, G, GT , ê, w, v, h, hγ , . . . , hγ , u, uγ , . . . , uγ , t, tγ ,
N
. . . , tγ , H, H0 ) and a master secret key
MKPRE = (g, γ), where w = g γ and v = ê(g, h).
• ExtractPRE (MKPRE , ID): Given MKPRE and an identity ID, this algorithm outputs the private key
1
ID
= g γ+H(ID) .
SKPRE
• EncPRE (PKPRE , S, m, α): Given PKPRE , a set S of some
identities (where |S| ≤ N ), a plaintext m ∈ GT and
a condition α ∈ Z∗p , this algorithm randomly picks
k ∈ Z∗p , and outputs an initial CIBPRE ciphertext
C = (c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 ), where
c1 = w−k , c2 = hk·

Q

IDi ∈S (γ+H(IDi ))

,

Q
γ+H(ID )
α k· IDi ∈S ( H(IDi )i )

c3 = v k · m, c4 = (u · t )
•

ID
RKExtractPRE (PKPRE , ID, SKPRE
, S 0 , α):
Given
ID
PKPRE , an identity ID and its private key SKPRE
,
0
0
a set S of some identities (where |S | ≤ N ) and a
condition α ∈ Z∗p , this algorithm randomly picks
(k 0 , s) ∈ Z∗p 2 , and outputs a re-encryption key
dID→S 0 |α = (d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 ), where
0

0

Q

d1 = w−k , d2 = hk ·
0

k

0

s

IDi ∈S 0 (γ+H(IDi ))

ID

α

,
s

d3 = H (v ) · h , d4 = SKPRE · (u · t ) H(ID)
•

ReEncPRE (PKPRE , dID→S 0 |α , C, S): Given PKPRE , a reencryption key dID→S 0 |α = (d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 ), an ini-
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tial CIBPRE ciphertext C = (c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 ), and a
set S of some identities (where |S| ≤ N ), this
algorithm outputs a re-encrypted CIBPRE ciphertext
C̃ = (c̃1 , c̃2 , c̃3 , c̃4 , c̃5 ), where c̃1 = d1 , c̃2 = d2 ,
c̃3 = d3 , c̃4 = c4 and
c̃5 = c3 · (ê(c1 , h

∆γ (ID,S)

) · ê(d4 , c2 ))

Q

IDi ∈S

V

−1
IDi 6=ID H(IDi )

with
∆γ (ID, S) = γ

−1

Y
Y
· ( (γ + H(IDi )) −
H(IDi )).

IDi ∈S

•

V

IDi 6=ID

IDi ∈S

V

IDi 6=ID

ID
Dec-1PRE (PKPRE , ID, SKPRE
, C, S): Given PKPRE , an identity ID and
ID
its private key SKPRE
, an initial CIBPRE ciphertext C = (c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 ),
and a set S of some identities (where |S| ≤ N ), this algorithm computes

K = (ê(c1 , h

∆γ (ID,S)

ID

) · ê(SKPRE , c2 ))

Q

IDi ∈S

V

1
IDi 6=ID H(IDi )

with
∆γ (ID, S) = γ

−1

Y
Y
· ( (γ + H(IDi )) −
H(IDi ))

IDi ∈S

V

IDi 6=ID

IDi ∈S

V

IDi 6=ID

c3
K

•

and finally outputs plaintext m =
.
ID 0
Dec-2PRE (PKPRE , ID 0 , SKPRE
, C̃, S 0 ): Given PKPRE , an identity ID 0
ID 0
and its private key SKPRE
, a re-encrypted CIBPRE ciphertext C̃ =
(c̃1 , c̃2 , c̃3 , c̃4 , c̃5 ), and a set S 0 of some identities (where |S 0 | ≤ N ),
this algorithm computes
K = (ê(c̃1 , h

∆γ (ID 0 ,S 0 )

ID 0

)· ê(SKPRE , c̃2 ))

Q

IDi ∈S 0

V

1
H(IDi )
IDi 6=ID 0

with
0

0

∆γ (ID , S ) = γ

−1

·(

Y

(γ + H(IDi )) −

V
IDi ∈S 0
IDi 6=ID 0

computes K 0 =

c̃3
,
H0 (K)

Y

H(IDi )),
V
IDi ∈S 0
IDi 6=ID 0

and finally outputs plaintext m = c̃5 · ê(K 0 , c̃4 ).

The consistency of the proposed CIBPRE scheme is
guaranteed by the following Theorems 1 and 2, which
are respectively proved in Fig. 1 and 2.
Theorem 1: For any initial CIBPRE ciphertext C ←
ID
←
EncPRE (PKPRE , S, m, α) and any private key SKPRE
ExtractPRE (MKPRE , ID), if ID ∈ S, then algorithm
ID
, C, S) always outputs the
Dec-1PRE (PKPRE , ID, SKPRE
plaintext m.
Theorem 2: For any re-encrypted CIBPRE ciphertext
C̃ ← ReEncPRE (PKPRE , dID→S 0 |α0 , C, S) and any priID 0
vate key SKPRE
← ExtractPRE (MKPRE , ID0 ), where
ID
dID→S 0 |α0 ← RKExtractPRE (PKPRE , ID, SKPRE
, S 0 , α0 ),
ID
C ← EncPRE (PKPRE , S, m,
α)
and
SK
←
Extract
PRE (
V
V PRE
MKPRE , ID), if ID ∈ S α = α0 ID0 ∈ S 0 , then algoID 0
rithm Dec-2PRE (PKPRE , ID0 , SKPRE
, C̃, S 0 ) always outputs
the plaintext m.

5

any adversary A to distinguish the following two tuples
(g a , g b , g c , ê(g, g)abc ) and (g a , g b , g c , ê(g, g)r ), where a, b,
IN D
c and r are randomly chosen in Z∗q . Let AdvDBDH,
A be
the advantage. We say that the DBDH assumption holds,
IN D
if for any PPT adversary A the advantage AdvDBDH,
A
is negligible.
In addition to the DBDH assumption, the security of
our proposed CIBPRE scheme also relies on the INDsID-CPA security of the D07 scheme. In other words, the
IND-sID-CPA security of the proposed CIBPRE scheme
will be reduced to the DBDH assumption and the INDsID-CPA security of the D07 scheme. Let ⊥ denote to
abort an algorithm. The proof is as follows.
Theorem 3: Suppose that the DBDH assumption holds.
Since the D07 scheme is IND-sID-CPA secure in the RO
model, the proposed CIBPRE scheme is IND-sID-CPA
secure in the RO model.
Proof. Suppose that there is an adversary A having
IND-sID-CPA
advantage AdvCIBP
RE, A to break the IND-sID-CPA security of the proposed CIBPRE scheme. To prove this theorem, we will construct an adversary B, who leverages
adversary A to break the IND-sID-CPA security of the
IND-sID-CPA
D07 scheme with advantage AdvD07,
. Moreover,
B
IND-sID-CPA
IND-sID-CPA
we will prove that AdvD07, B
= AdvCIBP
RE, A (1 −
IND-sID-CPA
IN D
−
T
·
Adv
)
holds,
where
value
T · AdvDBDH,
A
D07, A
T will be defined latterly.
Let C be the challenger defined in D07’s IND-sID-CPA
security. Next, we will describe a game among adversary
A, adversary B and challenger C. In this game, challenger
C tests adversary B’s ability in breaking D07’s IND-sIDCPA security; adversary B also serves as a challenger
to test adversary A’s ability in breaking the IND-sIDCPA security of the proposed CIBPRE scheme. So in this
game, adversary B aims to utilize adversary A’s ability
to break the IND-sID-CPA security of D07. The details
of this game are as follows:
•

S ECURITY P ROOF

Before the security proof of the proposed CIBPRE
scheme, we first review the DBDH assumption. This
assumption is very popular in the security proof of
cryptographic schemes. It has been used in many famous
cryptographic schemes, e.g., [31], [32]. This assumption
also will be used in our security proof. It is defined as
follows.
Definition 4 (The DBDH Assumption): Let G and GT be
two multiplicative groups with prime order p, and let g
be a generator of G. The DBDH problem on the bilinear
map ê : G × G → GT is defined as the advantage of

•

Initialization Phase: Adversary A chooses a set
S ∗ of challenge identities (where |S ∗ | ≤ N ) and
a challenge condition α∗ that he wants to attack,
and sends S ∗ and α∗ to adversary B, then adversary
B forwards set S ∗ to challenger C. In addition,
adversary B prepares the following two tables:
– LSK to store the identities which’s private keys
have been queried by adversary A.
– LRK with columns (Identity, ReceiverSet,
Re-EncryptionKey, Condition) to store the
related information of the re-encryption keys
queried by adversary A.
Setup Phase: This phase consists of two parts:
firstly challenger C generates D07’s master public
and secret keys for adversary B; secondly adversary
B generates the proposed CIBPRE scheme’s master public key for adversary A. In this two parts,
three hash functions are modeled as random oracles
respectively by challenger C and adversary B. So
above master public keys do not contain any hash
function in this proof. The details are as follows:
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ID
For any initial CIBPRE ciphertext C ← EncPRE (PKPRE , S, m, α) and any private key SKPRE
← ExtractPRE (
1
ID
MKPRE , ID), we have C = (c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 ) and SKPRE
= g γ+H(ID) without loss of generality, where c1 = w−k ,
Q
k·

Q

γ+H(IDi )
)

(

IDi ∈S
H(IDi )
c2 = hk· IDi ∈S (γ+H(IDi )) , c3 = v k · m and c4 = u
.
ID
We next prove Dec-1PRE (PKPRE , ID, SKPRE , C, S) = m if ID ∈ S. When ID ∈ S, we have

ID
(ê(c1 , h∆γ (ID,S) ) · ê(SKPRE
, c2 ))

Q

IDi ∈S

1
IDi 6=ID H(IDi )

V

1

Q

= (ê(g −k·γ , h∆γ (ID,S) ) · ê(g γ+H(ID) , hk·
Q

= (ê(g −k·γ , h∆γ (ID,S) ) · ê(g, h)k·
Q

= (ê(g, h)k·

with

IDi ∈S

V

IDi 6=ID

H(IDi )

IDi ∈S
Q

)

IDi ∈S (γ+H(IDi ))

IDi 6=ID (γ+H(IDi ))

V

IDi ∈S

))

V

1
IDi 6=ID H(IDi )

)

Q

IDi ∈S

Q

IDi ∈S

V

1
IDi 6=ID H(IDi )

V

1
IDi 6=ID H(IDi )

= vk

Y
Y
∆γ (ID, S) = γ −1 · ( (γ + H(IDi )) −
H(IDi ))
V

IDi ∈S

Since m =

c3
,
vk

IDi 6=ID

IDi ∈S

V

IDi 6=ID

ID

we proved that Dec-1PRE (PKPRE , ID, SKPRE , C) = m if ID ∈ S.

Fig. 2. The proof of Theorem 1.
ID
, S 0 , α0 ), let dID→S 0 |α0 = (d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 ) without loss of generality,
For dID→S 0 |α0 ← RKExtractPREQ(PKPRE , ID, SKPRE
s
0
0
k0 · ID ∈S 0 (γ+H(IDi ))
−k0
ID
H(ID) . For C
i
where d1 = w
, d2 = h
, d3 = H0 (v k ) · hs and d4 = SKPRE
· (u · tα )Q
←
EncPRE (PKPRE , S, m, α), let C = (c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 ) without loss of generality, where c1 = w−k , c2 = hk· IDi ∈S (γ+H(IDi )) ,

c3 = v k · m and c4 = (u · tα )

k·

Q

IDi ∈S (

γ+H(IDi )
)
H(IDi )

. For C̃ ← ReEncPRE (PKPRE , dID→S 0 |α0 , C, S), we have C̃ =

(c̃1 , c̃2 , c̃3 , c̃4 , c̃5 ), where c̃1 = d1 , c̃2 = d2 , c̃3 = d3 , c̃4 = c4 , c̃5 = c3 · (ê(c1 , h∆γ (ID,S) ) · ê(d4 , c2 ))
with
Y
Y
∆γ (ID, S) = γ −1 · ( (γ + H(IDi )) −
H(IDi ))
V

IDi ∈S

IDi 6=ID

IDi ∈S

0

ID
We next prove Dec-2PRE (PKPRE , ID 0 , SKPRE
, C̃, S 0 ) = m if ID ∈ S

K 0 = (ê(c̃1 , h∆γ (ID
with

0

,S 0 )

0

ID
) · ê(SKPRE
, c̃2 ))

∆γ (ID 0 , S 0 ) = γ −1 · (
IDi ∈S 0

If ID ∈ S

V

V

V

Q

IDi ∈S

V

−1
IDi 6=ID H(IDi )

IDi 6=ID

α = α0

V

ID 0 ∈ S 0 . If ID 0 ∈ S 0 , we have

1
Q
V
H(IDi )
IDi ∈S 0
IDi 6=ID 0

= vk

0

Y
Y
(γ + H(IDi )) −
H(IDi ))
IDi 6=ID 0

V

IDi ∈S 0

V

IDi 6=ID 0

α = α0 , we have

c˜5 = c3 · (ê(c1 , h∆γ (ID,S) ) · ê(d1 , c2 ))

Q

IDi ∈S

V

−1
IDi 6=ID H(IDi )
s

ID
= c3 · (ê(c1 , h∆γ (ID,S) ) · ê(SKPRE
, c2 ) · ê((u · tα ) H(ID) , c2 ))
s

Q

= c3 · v −k · ê((u · tα ) H(ID) , hk·
0

IDi ∈S (γ+H(IDi ))

Since c̃3 = d3 = H0 (v k ) · hs , we have hs =

c̃3
H0 (K 0 ) .

)

Q

IDi ∈S

V

Q

IDi ∈S

V

−1
IDi 6=ID H(IDi )

−1
IDi 6=ID H(IDi )

= m · ê((u · tα ), h)

Q
−s·k· ID

i ∈S

(

γ+H(IDi )
)
H(IDi )

Furthermore, we have

Q
−s·k· ID

c̃5 · ê(K 0 , c̃4 ) = m · ê((u · tα ), h)

i ∈S

(

0

γ+H(IDi )
)
H(IDi )

ID 0

Q
k· ID

· ê(hs , (u · tα )
0

Consequently, we proved that Dec-2PRE (PKPRE , ID , SKPRE , C̃, S ) = m if ID ∈ S

i ∈S

V

(

γ+H(IDi )
)
H(IDi )

α=α

0

V

) = m.

ID 0 ∈ S 0 .

Fig. 3. The proof of Theorem 2.
– Challenger
C
runs
D07’s
algorithm
SetupIBBE (λ, N ) to generate a master public
key PKIBBE and a master secret key MKIBBE ,
where PKIBBE = (p, G, GT , ê, w = g γ , v =
N
ê(g, h), h, hγ , . . . , hγ , H) and MKIBBE = (g, γ).
Since the hash function H is modeled as a
random oracle in this proof, challenger C
sends the reduced master public key PKIBBE =
N
(p, G, GT , ê, w = g γ , v = ê(g, h), h, hγ , . . . , hγ )
to adversary B. And challenger C provides
hash query service QH
IBBE (ID) for adversary B

and models the hash function H as a random
oracle. He prepares a table LH for QH
IBBE (ID)
with columns (Identity, HashV alue) to store
the queried identities and their responses.
– Adversary B randomly picks (x, y) ∈ Z∗p 2 , and
generates the proposed CIBPRE scheme’s masN
ter public key PKPRE = (PKIBBE , u, uγ , . . . , uγ , t,
N
i
i
i
tγ , . . . , tγ , H, H0 ), where uγ = hγ ·x and tγ =
i
hγ ·y for i ∈ [0, N ]. Since the hash functions H and H0 also are modeled as two
random oracles in this proof, adversary B
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H

•

Query Phase 1: Adversary B can issue hash query
SK
QH
IBBE (ID) and private key query QIBBE (ID) to challenger C. Adversary A can issue hash queries
H0
SK
QH
PRE (ID) and QPRE (Y ), private key query QPRE (ID),
0
RK
and re-encryption key query QPRE (ID, S , a) to adversary B. These queries work as follows:

•

– Hash Query QH
IBBE (ID): To answer the query
“ID”, if there is a tuple (ID, X ∈ Z∗p ) ∈ LH ,
challenger C responds X; otherwise challenger
C randomly chooses a value X ∈ Z∗p , adds tuple
(ID, X) into table LH and responds X.
– Private Key Query QSK
IBBE (ID): To answer the
query “ID”, if ID ∈ S ∗ , challenger C responds
ID
=
⊥; otherwise, challenger C responds SKIBBE
1
H

–

–

–

–

g γ+QIBBE (ID) .
Hash Query QH
PRE (ID): To answer the query
“ID”, adversary B forwards the query to
H
QH
IBBE (ID), and returns the response of QIBBE (ID).
H0
Hash Query QPRE (Y ∈ GT ): To answer the query
“Y ”, if there is a tuple (Y, Z ∈ G) ∈ LH 0 ,
adversary B responds Z; otherwise adversary
B randomly chooses a value Z ∈ G, adds tuple
(Y, Z) into table LH 0 and responds Z.
Private Key Query QSK
PRE (ID): To answer the
query “ID”, if ID ∈ S ∗ , adversary B responds
⊥; if there is a tuple (ID0 , S 0 , ∗, α∗ ) in table LRK
has ID0 ∈ S ∗ and ID ∈ S 0 , adversary B responds ⊥; otherwise, adversary B forwards the
ID
query to QSK
IBBE (ID) and obtains SKIBBE , returns
ID
ID
SKPRE = SKIBBE and adds ID into table LSK .
0
Re-Encryption Key Query QRK
PRE (ID, S , α): Adversary A queries the re-encryption key from
the identity ID to the identity set S 0 with the
condition α. To answer this query, if there is
a tuple (ID, S 0 , dID→S 0 |α , α) in table LRK , adversary B responds dID→S 0 |a to adversary A;
otherwise, we have the following cases:
1) ID ∈
/ S ∗ : Adversary B queries QSK
IBBE (ID)
ID
to get the private key SKIBBE
, randomly
chooses (k 0 , s) ∈ Z∗p 2 , computes the
0
re-encryption
key dID→S 0 |α = (w−k ,
0 Q
H
0
0
k
ID
hk · IDi ∈S 0 (γ+QPRE (IDi )) , QH
) · hs , SKIBBE
·
PRE (v

s

(u · tα ) QPRE (ID) ), responds dID→S 0 |α to adversary A, and adds tuple (ID, S 0 , dID→S 0 |α , α)
into table LRK .
T
2) ID ∈ S ∗ , α = α∗ and S 0 LSK 6= ∅:
Adversary B responds ⊥.
∗
3) In the following
T three cases: a) ID ∗∈ S ,
∗
0
α 6= α andT S
LSK 6= ∅; b) ID ∈ S , α 6=
α∗ and TS 0 LSK = ∅; c) ID ∈ S ∗ , α = α∗
and S 0 LSK = ∅. Adversary B randomly
chooses d4 ∈ G and (k 0 , s) ∈ Z∗p 2 , responds
0
the Qre-encryption key dID→S 0 |α = (w−k ,
0
H
0
k0
hk · IDi ∈S 0 (γ+QPRE (IDi )) , QH
) · hs , d4 ) to
PRE (v
adversary A, and adds tuple (ID, S 0 ,
dID→S 0 |α , α) into table LRK .

sends the reduced master public key PKPRE =
N
N
(PKIBBE , u, uγ , . . . , uγ , t, tγ , . . . , tγ ) to adversary A. And adversary B provides the hash
H0
query services QH
PRE (ID) and QPRE (Y ) (where
Y ∈ GT ) for adversary A and models the hash
functions H and H0 as two random oracles. InH
deed, QH
PRE (ID) is a copy of QIBBE (ID). Any query
H
of adversary A to QPRE (ID) will be forwarded by
adversary B to challenger C, and any response
from challenger C also will be forwarded by
adversary B to adversary A. In addition, ad0
versary B prepares a table LH 0 for QH
PRE with
columns (GroupElement, HashV alue) to store
the queried group elements and their responses.

Challenge Phase: When adversary A decides
that Query Phase 1 is over, he sends two challenge messages (m0 , m1 ) to adversary B. Adversary B forwards (m0 , m1 ) to challenger C. Chal∗
←
lenger C generates the challenge ciphertext CIBBE
∗
EncIBBE (PKIBBE , S , mb ) (where b is randomly chosen
∗
in {0, 1}), and sends CIBBE
to adversary B. According
∗
∗
=
, let CIBBE
to the structure of the ciphertext CIBBE
(c1 , c2 , c3 ). And
without
loss
of
generality,
let
c
=
1
Q
H
w−k , c2 = hk· IDi ∈S ∗ (γ+QIBBE (IDi )) and c3 = v k · mb .
Recall that in Setup Phase, adversary B randomly
chose (x, y) ∈ Z∗p 2 and set u = hx and t = hy .
∗
Adversary B can extend the ciphertext CIBBE
to a
valid initial CIBPRE ciphertext by computing c4 =
ΠID

∈S ∗

1

i
Q
(IDi )
∗
∗
PRE
, c4 ).
= (CIBBE
. And let CPRE
(cx2 · cy·α
2 )
∗
The ciphertext CPRE is a valid challenge ciphertext
which was defined in the IND-sID-CPA security of
x
H
CIBPRE, since we have QH
IBBE = QPRE and c4 = (c2 ·

ΠIDi ∈S ∗
cy·α
2 )

•
•

H

1
QH (IDi )
PRE

α

k·ΠIDi ∈S ∗ (

γ+QH
IBBE (IDi ) )
QH (IDi )
PRE

= (u · t )
.
Finally adversary B sends the challenge ciphertext
∗
to adversary A.
CPRE
Query phase 2: This phase is the same with Query
Phase 1.
Guess Phase: When adversary A outputs a guess
b0 ∈ {0, 1}, adversary B forwards b0 to challenger C.

We can find that adversary B successfully and efficiently simulates A’s view in attacking the IND-sID-CPA
security of the proposed CIBPRE scheme, except the re0
encryption key query QRK
PRE (ID, S , α) in the following
three cases:
T
∗
∗
0
• Case 1: ID ∈ S , α 6= α and S
T LSK 6= ∅;
∗
∗
0
• Case 2: ID ∈ S , α 6= α and S
T LSK = ∅;
∗
∗
0
• Case 3: ID ∈ S , α = α and S
LSK = ∅.
In other words, suppose the exception in above three
cases never be found by adversary A. Then adversary
B successfully breaks the IND-sID-CPA security of D07
scheme, if adversary A successfully breaks the IND-sIDCPA security of the proposed CIBPRE scheme. Next,
we compute the probability of adversary A to find the
exception.
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In the exception, adversary
B forges a re-encryption
0 Q
H
0
0
k0
key dID→S 0 |α = (w−k , hk · IDi ∈S 0 (γ+QPRE (IDi )) , QH
)·
PRE (v
s
0
h , d4 ) by randomly choosing d4 ∈ G and (k , s) ∈ Z∗p 2 .
Suppose adversary A totally queries QRK
T times.
PRE
We next prove that the probability of adversary A to
IN D
find the exception is no more than T · (AdvDBDH,
A +
IND-sID-CPA
AdvD07,
)
by
following
the
following
two
lemmas.
A
Let ADis (A, B) denote the event that adversary A can
distinguish event A and event B.
Lemma 2: In Case 1, the probability of adversary A
to find the exception of dID→S 0 |α is no more than
IN D
AdvDBDH,
A.
Proof. Suppose adversary A can find the exception
of
T
dID→S 0 |α in this case. In Case 1, since S 0 LSK 6=
∅, adversary A can decrypt
out hs , we have that
s

Lemma 3: In Cases 2 and 3, the probability of adversary A to find the exception of dID→S 0 |α is no more than
IND-sID-CPA
AdvD07,
.
A
Proof. Since d4 is randomly chosen in G, it is clear
ID
that there is a value s0 ∈ Z∗p having d4 = SKIBBE
·
H

s0

(u · tα ) QPRE (ID) . If adversary A can find the exception in cases 2 and 3, it means that adversary A
can find that Qs0 6= s. Recall that in dID→S 0 |α , the
0
H
0
0
k0
part (w−k , hk · IDi ∈S 0 (γ+QPRE (IDi )) , QH
) · hs ) indeed
PRE (v
s
is an encryption of h . If adversary A can find
that s0 6= s, we
have that ADis (A, B) holds, where
Q
0
k0 · ID ∈S 0 (γ+QH
−k0
k0
PRE (IDi ))
i
A = (w Q
,h
, QH
) · hs ), B =
PRE (v
00
H
0
00
0
k · ID ∈S 0 (γ+QPRE (IDi ))
−k00
H
k
s
i
(w
,h
, QPRE (v ) · h ) and k 00 is
∗
randomly chosen in Zp . Next, we prove that ADis (A, B)
(ID)
ID
α QH
) holds. Since adversary holds only when adversary A can break the IND-sIDADis (d4 , SKIBBE · (u · t ) PRE
H
CPA security of the D07 scheme.
A can computes h(γ+QPRE (ID)) , we have
0
Since QH
PRE is a random oracle, there is a value R ∈ GT
s
0
00
0
0
H
k00
H
ID
having QPRE (v k ) · hs = QH
· R) · hs . So when
PRE (v
ADis (d4 , SKIBBE
· (u · tα ) QPRE (ID) ) holds
s
ADis (A, B) holds, we have
that ADis (A0 , B0 ) holds,
(γ+QH
(ID))
ID
α QH
0 Q
H
(ID)
0
0
PRE
PRE
k
·
⇒ ADis (ê(d4 , h
), ê(SKIBBE · (u · t )
,
IDi ∈S 0 (γ+QPRE (IDi ))
where A0 Q
= (w−k , h
, v k ), B0 =
00
H
H
00
00
h(γ+QPRE (ID)) )) holds
(w−k , hk · IDi ∈S 0 (γ+QPRE (IDi )) , v k · R). It is clear that A0
0
and B are two ciphertexts generated
by the D07 scheme.
T
Since ê(g, h) is a public value, we have
Furthermore, since we have S 0 LSK = ∅ both in Cases
s
H
H
ID
2 and 3, it means that when adversary A takes S 0 as
ADis (ê(d4 , h(γ+QPRE (ID)) ), ê(SKIBBE
· (u · tα ) QPRE (ID) ,
the set of challenge identities and takes 1 ∈ GT and R
H
h(γ+QPRE (ID)) ) holds
as two challenge messages, he can break the IND-sIDs
H (ID)
(γ+QH
(ID))
−1
α
the D07 scheme without knowing the
Q
PRE
⇒ ADis (ê(d4 , h
) · ê(g, h) , ê((u · t ) PRE
, CPA security of ID
0
private
key
SK
H
IBBE of any ID ∈ S . According to the
h(γ+QPRE (ID)) )) holds
definition of D07’s IND-sID-CPA security, the probability
Since d4 was randomly chosen in G, there is a value of adversary A to find the exception is no more than
IND-sID-CPA
H
in Cases 2 and 3. 
r ∈ Z∗p having ê(d4 , h(γ+QPRE (ID)) ) · ê(g, h)−1 = ê(h, h)r . AdvD07, A
x
y
According
to
above two lemmas, we clearly have the
And since u = h and t = h , we have
following
result.
s
H
H
T
Lemma 4: When adversary A totally queries QRK
ADis (ê(d4 , h(γ+QPRE (ID)) ) · ê(g, h)−1 , ê((u · tα ) QPRE (ID) ,
PRE
H
times,
adversary
B
successfully
simulates
adversary
A’s
h(γ+QPRE (ID)) )) holds
view in attacking the IND-sID-CPA security of our pro1
(x+yα)·s·(γ+QH
PRE (ID))· QH (ID)
r
posed CIBPRE scheme, except the probability no more
PRE
)
⇒ ADis (ê(h, h) , ê(h, h)
IN D
IND-sID-CPA
than T · (AdvDBDH,
).
A + AdvD07, A
holds
Since we suppose that adversary A has the advantage
IND-sID-CPA
In addition, it is clear that adversary A knows AdvCIBP
RE, A to break our CIBPRE scheme, we have
1
(γ+QH
(ID))·
IND-sID-CPA
PRE
QH (ID)
x+yα
s
that
adversary
B has the advantage AdvD07,
=
PRE
h
, h
and h
. Now we
B
IND-sID-CPA
IN D
IND-sID-CPA
)
compute the probability of the event that AdvCIBP RE, A (1 − T · AdvDBDH, A − T · AdvD07, A
1
(x+yα)·s·(γ+QH
to break the IND-sID-CPA security of the D07 scheme.
PRE (ID))· QH (ID)
r
PRE
) holds.
ADis (ê(h, h) , ê(h, h)
Since the D07 scheme is IND-sID-CPA secure in the
(x+yα)·s·(γ+QH
(ID))· H 1
PRE
(ID)
Q
IND-sID-CPA
IND-sID-CPA
PRE
When ADis (ê(h, h)r , ê(h, h)
) RO model, both AdvD07,
and AdvD07,
are
B
A
x+yα
s
holds, it means that taking h
, h
and negligible. In addition, since the DBDH assumption
1
IN D
(γ+QH
PRE (ID))· QH (ID)
DBDH, A also is negligible. So it demonstrates
PRE
as input, adversary A can solve an holds, Adv
h
IND-sID-CPA
instance of the DBDH problem by distinguishing ê(h, h)r that AdvCIBP RE, A must be negligible. In other words,
1
the proposed CIBPRE scheme is IND-sID-CPA secure in
(x+yα)·s·(γ+QH
PRE (ID))· QH (ID)
PRE
and ê(h, h)
. According to the RO model. 
the definition of the DBDH problem, we have that
(x+yα)·s·(γ+QH
PRE (ID))·

H

1

Q
(ID)
PRE
ADis (ê(h, h)r , ê(h, h)
) holds
IN D
with the probability no more than AdvDBDH,
A.
Therefore, adversary A has the probability no more
IN D
than AdvDBDH,
A to find the exception of dID→S 0 |α in
Case 1. 

6

P ERFORMANCE

In this section, we compare our proposed CIBPRE
scheme with the related up-to-dated TR-CPBRE scheme
[14]. To compare the performances, Table 2 summarizes
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TABLE 2
The complexity of algortihms EncPRE , Dec-1PRE , RKExtractPRE , ReEncPRE and Dec-2PRE .
EncPRE
Dec-1PRE
RKExtractPRE
ReEncPRE
Dec-2PRE
BM
ME
MI
BM
ME
MI
BM
ME
MI
BM
ME
MI
BM
ME
MI
TR-CPBRE
1
S+7
1
2
S−1
2
0
2S + 7
1
8
S
2
4
3S+2
4
CIBPRE
0
3S + 4
1
2
S
2
0
S+6
1
2
S
1
3
S
2
Symbols BM, ME and MI respectively denote bilinear map, modular exponentiation and modular inversion.
Symbols S denotes the number of receivers.

TABLE 3
The size of initial ciphertext, re-encryption key and re-encrypted ciphertext; and whether the original receivers’
identities is needed in running algorithms RKExtractPRE and Dec-2PRE .
Size of
Size of
Size of
Initial Ciphertext
Re-Encryption Key
Re-Encrypted Ciphertext
TR-CPBRE
7.5|G|
6|G|
9.5|G| + |GT |
CIBPRE
3|G| + |GT |
4|G|
4|G| + |GT |
Symbol S denotes the original receivers’ identities of an initial ciphertext.
Symbols |G| and |GT | respectively denote the binary size of groups G and GT .

the number of expensive algebraic operations in algorithms EncPRE , Dec-1PRE , RKExtractPRE , ReEncPRE and
Dec-2PRE . It shows that our CIBPRE is slightly more
efficient than the TR-CPBRE, with both CIBPRE and
TR-CPBRE having the constant-size initial ciphertext, reencryption key and re-encrypted ciphertext.
One may note that CIBPRE is more convenient than
TR-CPBRE in practice, since the CIBPRE does not take
extra burden on storage and communication as TRCPBRE does (showed in Table 3). TR-CPBRE takes the
original receivers’ identities (denoted by S) of an initial
ciphertext as input to run algorithms RKExtractPRE and
Dec-2PRE . Hence it requires extra storage for each sender
with the original receivers’ identities of all generated
initial ciphertexts, and increased communication overhead for the proxy to send the corresponding S to all
new receivers of a re-encrypted ciphertext. Conclusively,
CIBPRE avoids these constraints and makes the application more practical.

7

CIBPRE- BASED C LOUD E MAIL S YSTEM

Recall that CIBPRE consists of algorithms SetupPRE ,
ExtractPRE , EncPRE , RKExtractPRE , ReEncPRE , Dec-1PRE
and Dec-2PRE . The CIBPRE-based cloud email system
consists of a trusted KGC (built by an enterprise administrator), a cloud server and users. The CIBPRE-based
cloud email system works as follows:
•

TABLE 4
Configuration of System Parameters.
Hardware
Intel Core 2 Duo CPU E5300 @ 2.60GHz
OS and Compiler
Windows XP, Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0
Program Library
MIRACL version 5.4.1
Parameters of bilinear map
Elliptic Curve
y 2 = x3 + A · x + B · x
Pentanomial Basis
tm + ta + tb + tc + 1
Base Field: 2m
m = 379
A
1
B
1
Group Order: q
2m + 2(m+1)/2 + 1
a
315
b
301
c
287
The default unit is decimal.

Finally, we coded our CIBPRE scheme and tested the
time cost of algorithms EncPRE , Dec-1PRE , RKExtractPRE ,
ReEncPRE and Dec-2PRE for different number of receivers.
Table 4 shows the system parameters including hardware, software and the chosen elliptic curve. Table 5
shows the experiment results.

Take S as Input ?
RKExtractPRE
Dec-2PRE
Yes
Yes
No
No

•

•

Initialization: In this phase, the KGC generates the
system parameters to initialize the CIBPRE-based
cloud email system. It chooses a security parameter
λ ∈ N and a value N ∈ N (the maximal number of receivers of an email), and runs algorithm
SetupPRE (λ, N ) to generate a pair of master public
and secret keys PKPRE and MKPRE . It chooses a
secure symmetric key encryption scheme, i.e. AES
(the popular choice in practice). Without loss of
generality, let the chosen symmetric key encryption
scheme be (X , SEx , SDx ), where X ⊆ GT ∈ PKPRE is
the symmetric key space, SEx and SDx respectively
denotes the encryption and decryption algorithms
both with a symmetric key x ∈ X . Finally, it publishes (PKPRE , X , SEx , SDx ).
In the email system, we take users’ email addresses
as their identities. When running algorithm EncPRE
to encrypt an email, we take the subject of the
email as the inputted condition. Though an inputted
condition must belong to Z∗p ∈ PKPRE , it is easy
to map the subject of an email into Z∗p . So it is
convenient for us to suppose that all emails’ subjects
belong to Z∗p . In addition, we suppose that all emails
of a user have the different subjects.
Key Management: In this phase, when a new user
joins this system, the KGC generates a private key
for him. Without loss of generality, let ID denote
the email address of the new user. The KGC runs
algorithm ExtractPRE (MKPRE , ID) to generate the
ID
private key SKPRE
, and sends it to the user in a
secure channel which is established by the SSL/TLS
protocol.
Send An Encrypted Cloud Email: In this phase, a
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TABLE 5
Time Cost of algorithms EncPRE , Dec-1PRE , RKExtractPRE , ReEncPRE and Dec-2PRE .
Number of
Receivers
4
8
12

EncPRE
34397064 (13.230ms)
54009982 (20.773ms)
74940619 (28.823ms)

Sender ID1

Cloud

Time Cost (Unit: CPU cycle)
Dec-1PRE
RKExtractPRE
ReEncPRE
79089153 (30.419ms)
36721919 (14.124ms)
78398268 (30.153ms)
88327408 (33.972ms)
41353858 (15.905ms)
86587345 (33.303ms)
96779670 (37.223ms)
49816676 (19.160ms)
93755987 (36.060ms)

Receiver IDi ∈ S

Receiver IDi ∈ S 

Cloud

dID1 →S  |α = RKExtractPRE (

Choose x ∈ X ,
Choose α,
C = EncPRE (PKPRE , S, x, α),
C  = SEx (F ).
α||C||C  ||S

Sender ID1
ID1
PKPRE , ID1 , SKPRE
, S  , α).

dID1 →S  |α ||S 

Request email

C̃ = ReEncPRE (
PKPRE , dID1 →S  |α , C, S),
Generate α||C̃||C  ||S  .

α||C||C  ||S

Request email
α||C̃||C  ||S 

IDi
x = Dec-1PRE (PKPRE , IDi , SKPRE
, C, S),
F = SDx (C  ).

(a) Send an email.

IDi
x = Dec-2PRE (PKPRE , IDi , SKPRE
, C̃, S  ),
F = SDx (C  ).

(b) Forward an email.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dec-2PRE
123970236 (47.681ms)
128471538 (49.412ms)
136606496 (52.541ms)

ID1 : an email sender;
IDi : an email receiver;
S: the identity set of the original receivers;
S  : the identity set of the new receivers;
x: a symmetric key;
α: the subject of an email;
C: an initial CIBPRE ciphertext;
C  : a symmetric-key ciphertext;
IDi
: the private key of user IDi ;
SKPRE
PKPRE : the master public key of CIBPRE;
F : the content of an email;
dID1 →S  |α : a re-encryption key;
C̃: a re-encrypted CIBPRE ciphertext;

(c) The related notions.

Fig. 4. Two main processes of CIBPRE-based cloud email system and their related notions.

•

user can send an encrypted email to other users.
And this email will be stored in the cloud server. If
the user wants to review this email, he can fetch the
encrypted email from the cloud server and decrypt
it. Suppose user ID1 wants to send the email content
F (including the associated attachment) to the users
{ID2 , ..., IDn } (where n ≤ N ). Fig. 4(a) shows this
phase. The details are as follows.
1) User ID1 sets S = {ID1 , ..., IDn }, randomly
chooses a symmetric key x ∈ X , chooses a
subject α of this email, runs algorithms C =
EncPRE (PKPRE , S, x, α) and C 0 = SEx (F ), finally
sends α||C||C 0 ||S to the cloud server.
2) The cloud server stores the received ciphertext
α||C||C 0 ||S.
3) When user IDi ∈ S is online, he retrieves the ciphertext α||C||C 0 ||S from the
cloud sever, and runs algorithms x =
IDi
Dec-1PRE (PKPRE , IDi , SKPRE
, C, S) and F =
0
SDx (C ) to decrypt out the email content F .
4) When user ID1 wants to read this email again,
he retrieves the ciphertext α||C||C 0 ||S from
the cloud sever, and runs algorithms x =
ID1
Dec-1PRE (PKPRE , ID1 , SKPRE
, C, S) and F =
0
SDx (C ) to decrypt out the email content F .
Security. According to the IND-sID-CPA security
of CIBPRE and the security of the symmetric key
encryption (X , SEx , SDx ), only users {ID1 , ..., IDn }
can decrypt out the email content F .
Performance. In above steps, the capability
“Identity-based” of CIBPRE avoids user ID1
to fetch and verify the certificates of users
{ID2 , ..., IDn } before encrypting the email. The
capability “Broadcast” of CIBPRE makes C having
the constant size.
Forward A History Encrypted Cloud Email: In this
phase, a user can forward a history encrypted email

to new users by generating a re-encryption key for
these users and the subject of this email. Suppose
user ID1 wants to forward his history encrypted
email α||C||C 0 ||S to the new users {ID20 , ..., IDn0 }
(where n ≤ N + 1). Fig. 4(c) shows this phase. The
steps are as follows.
1) User ID1 sets S 0 = {ID20 , ..., IDn0 }, runs algoID1
, S 0 , α)
rithm RKExtractPRE (PKPRE , ID1 , SKPRE
to generate a re-encryption key dID1 →S 0 |α , and
sends dID1 →S 0 |α ||S 0 to the cloud server.
2) The cloud server runs algorithm C̃ =
ReEncPRE (PKPRE , dID1 →S 0 |α , C, S) to re-encrypt
C, and generate the re-encrypted email
α||C̃||C 0 ||S 0 .
3) When user IDi0
∈
S 0 is online, he
retrieves the ciphertext α||C̃||C 0 ||S 0 from
the cloud sever, and runs algorithm
IDi
, C̃, S 0 ) and
x = Dec-2PRE (PKPRE , IDi , SKPRE
0
algorithm F = SDx (C ) to decrypt out the
email content F .
Security. According to the IND-sID-CPA security
of CIBPRE and the security of the symmetric key
encryption (X , SEx , SDx ), the re-encrypted email
α||C̃||C 0 ||S 0 only can be decrypted by the users in
S 0 . According to the capability ”Conditional”, the
re-encryption key dID1 →S 0 |α only can re-encrypt the
history email α||C||C 0 ||S. It implies that the cloud
server can not forward the other history encrypted
emails to any user.
Performace. In the above steps, the capability
“Identity-based” of CIBPRE avoid user ID1 to fetch
and verify the certificates of users {ID20 , ..., IDn0 }
before generating a re-encryption key. The capability
“Broadcast” of CIBPRE makes the generated reencryption key having the constant size.
In the CIBPRE-based cloud email system, the enterprise administrator only needs to initialize the system
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and generate the private key for the newly joined user. In
other words, the enterprise administrator can be offline
if no new user joins the system. It is a useful paradigm
for the enterprise administrator to resist the outside
attacks in practice. The cloud server provides efficient
services to send, store and forward users’ encrypted
emails. Moreover, it is convenient that all users takes
email addresses as public keys to encrypt emails. In the
aspect of security, all users’ emails are confidential even
if the cloud sever is compromised.

8

C ONCLUSION

This paper presented a new kind of PRE concept
called Conditional Identity-based Broadcast Proxy ReEncryption (CIBPRE), as well as its IND-sID-CPA security definitions. The CIBPRE is a general concept
equipped with the capabilities of Conditional PRE
(CPRE), Identity-based PRE (IPRE) and Broadcast PRE
(BPRE). The IND-sID-CPA security definition of CIBPRE
incorported the security requirements of CPRE, IPRE
and BPRE.
CIBPRE inherits the advantages of CPRE, IPRE and
BPRE for applications. It allows a user to share their
outsourced encrypted data with others in a fine-grained
manner. All CIBPRE users takes their identities as public
keys to encrypt data. It avoids a user to fetch and
verify other users’ certificates before encrypting his data.
Moreover, it allows a user to generate a broadcast ciphertext for multiple receivers and share his outsourced
encrypted data to multiple receivers in a batch manner.
we instantiated the first CIBPRE scheme based on
the Identity-Based Broadcast Encryption (IBBE) in [30].
Upon the provable security of the IBBE scheme and the
DBDH assumption, the instance of CIBPRE is provably
IND-sID-CPA secure in the RO model. It indicates that
without the corresponding private key or the right to
share a user’s outsourced data, one can learn nothing
about the user’s data.
Finally, we compared the proposed CIBPRE scheme
with similar works and the comparison confirms the advantages of our CIBPRE scheme. We built the encrypted
cloud email system based our CIBPRE scheme. Compared with the previous techniques such as PGP and
IBE, our CIBPRE-based system is much more efficient in
the aspect of communication and more practical in user
experience.
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